Concept of horizontal and vertical rule bases is introduced. Using this method enables the designers to look for main behaviors of system and describes them with greater approximations. The rules which describe the system in first stage are called horizontal rule base. In the second stage, the designer modulates the obtained surface by describing needed changes on first surface for handling real behaviors of system. The rules used in the second stage are called vertical rule base. Horizontal and vertical rule bases method has a great roll in easing of extracting the optimum control surface by using too lesser rules than traditional fuzzy systems. This research involves with control of a system with high nonlinearity and in difficulty to model it with classical methods. As a case study for testing proposed method in real condition, the designed controller is applied to steaming room with uncertain data and variable parameters. A comparison between PID and traditional fuzzy counterpart and our proposed system shows that our proposed system outperforms PID and traditional fuzzy systems in point of view of number of valve switching and better surface following. The evaluations have done both with model simulation and DSP implementation.
Introduction
In this research we want to propose a control system which has good flexibility with uncertain data by introducing vertical and horizontal concept in order to control the temperature of autoclave steam room of industrial stone manufactures which is a system with high nonlinearity and unforeseeable parameters [1] .
There are several different methods for handling uncertainty applicable in stochastic conditions [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , but none of them led to simpler implementation than traditional fuzzy systems. Innovations in new methods for control with malfunctioned elements in real industrial environments are the aim of this paper in order to increase the quality of product and increase energy efficiency. This paper wants to supervise the complicated system via expert human knowledge which describes the system with words and controls it according to the rules which are extracted from knowledge base.
For the second stage, the nonlinearity of system is found with identification of desired curve. Identification of real systems is a fundamental task in science and engineering applications because we can obtain models of systems with real input/output data. In control applications it is very common to use models of dynamic systems in the sense of models of systems with memory; they can use past, present, and future samples' values of sequences. Hence, we decided to include our proposed nonlinear prediction problem [8] [9] [10] .
Fuzzy type II systems are the existent model for handling these uncertainties [11] [12] [13] . However, there are still various deficiencies regarding fuzzy type II systems to model the crisp data as words and handling the uncertainties especially involving a system with high nonlinearities and real probabilistic space expectation in the output. The new method which is proposed in this paper to implement controller of the autoclave system has almost all advantages of the other three methods that are on-off, PID, and conventional fuzzy method. It controls the rate of valve opening in the condition where unforeseen variations are high. Valve amortization is minimized; meanwhile, it is simple and inexpensive [14, 15] .
After designing the total system, the system is simulated with theoretical data and finally it is verified by applying to real steaming room. 
Horizontal and Vertical Rule Base Concept
An + 1 dimension surface describes the relation between inputs and output of every fuzzy system with several inputs and one output. The great concern is to implement the mentioned surface more proper with the behavior of plant under process. This paper contributes to implement this surface with lesser rules especially in the time in which process of plant behavior is complicated and system data are more uncertain. In this method the system is described in two stages. First, the designer looks for main behaviors of system and describes them with greater approximations. The rules which describe the system in the first stage are called horizontal rule bases. In the second stage, the designer modulates the obtained surface from first stage by describing needed changes on first surface for handling real behaviors of system. The rules used in second stage are called vertical rule bases. Figure 1 shows that finding main route and rectifying it are done simultaneously. Figure 2 shows that the vertical rule base shifts the point of main center of gravity of output fuzzy word. The possible range for obtaining output via proposed system is between left center of gravity and right center of gravity which was shown in Figure 3 . Left COG is the center of gravity of left side of main COG vertical line and right COG is located on the right of this line as shown in Figure 3 . The "Band Width" is the distance between left and right COGs as shown in Figure 3 . Our used strategy for vertical band width was shown in Figure 3 which is not absolute definition for possible range of output to be used by vertical rule base. shows a three-dimension prototype. In Figure 5 the colored surface is the main surface; this main surface can change to any other surfaces which depend on vertical rule base definitions. After applying vertical rule base, the obtained surfaces are complicated surfaces which are not possible to be implemented by few rules in traditional fuzzy systems. If the same work was done by traditional fuzzy systems apart from exploit large number of rules, describing the system behavior is more difficult than the proposed system. The privilege of this system to fuzzy type 2 systems is that modulating of type 1 control surface (here, horizontal control surface) is more manageable and not limited.
This method is applicable to all complicated systems which are controllable by fuzzy traditional fuzzy systems. On the other hand, due to the existence of concepts and reasons behind our proposed method, it provides a designer with more opportunities to manage parameters related to uncertainty in fuzzy systems conveniently in engineering and industrial affairs more convenient and more informed.
Here, a case study on controlling of steaming room temperature is studied theoretically and practically for showing the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Steaming Room
The autoclave system has one on-off input valve and one onoff output valve. The total block diagram of all under control system is shown in Figure 6 . In this case, the output valve is set to low output flow just to have the same pressure as atmosphere pressure without losing significant energy. This paper considered the pressure as atmosphere pressure and follows the changes of temperature without changing the pressure.
The input of controller is temperature. This input is uncertain due to the type of sensors which are used in the autoclave and steaming room environments. Another uncertainty is regarding the corresponding word and crisp quantities [11] . Because of final cooling stage of the autoclave process, it is necessary to use water tap shown in Figure 6 in order to satisfy Mathematical Problems in Engineering the optimum conditions. The vapor which the valve injects to system will cause change in temperature. The temperature sensor output also has nonlinear properties.
The autoclave system is controlled by two conventional methods: on-off and PID [16] . Simplicity and low cost are the advantages of on-off method but following the inconstant surfaces is difficult and also amortization of input valve is another drawback. In the other method, exact following of the level is an advantage of this method but it is complicated and expensive and valve amortization is high, too.
Another alternative is using fuzzy controller for managing the product process. The main point that we will involve in this case is that how we can define membership functions which are compatible with linguistic terms that conclude an output control sphere which is able to control the temperature of autoclave room so that we get better product quality and lesser wasting of input vapor.
The proposed controller wants to control the structure shown in Figure 6 for following two main purposes that are product high quality and energy efficiency which are both important in industries. In Figure 6 we can see one controller which involves with uncertain data of sensors and variation of parameters. The steaming room system is a system with high nonlinearity [17] and also involves with sensors and actuators which their parameters change and are not certain. This research involves with control of such a system with high nonlinearity and in difficulty to model it with classical methods.
The method of our controlling behavior here is under base of description and testing the system. Because of this at the beginning we do not have the curve which shows us the behavior of system which causes to reach the better quality.
As primitive information about the suitable curve that we have to achieve good product quality, there is just descriptive information about the curve which we can illustrate it as shown in Figure 7 . It is necessary to know that this curve is not exact curve, and it just shows us that normally first we have increase of temperature and after that we have a flat zone with minimum temperature changes and finally the temperature must reduce in a specific time. In [1] the author says that in steaming room the temperature should start from 25 degree of centigrade and the temperature goes up linearly up to 95 degree of centigrade during 4 hours. After that it must stay in the temperatures around the last temperature for 3 hours. Finally, the cooling stage must start if needed using water tap.
Proposed Fuzzy Structure and Its Implementation
The main part of this controller is a fuzzy system which controls the autoclave behavior. This fuzzy system is constructed using min inference engine, triangular fuzzifier, and center of gravity (COG) defuzzifier. The controller is able to measure the temperature and set output flow of an on-off valve. Three stages are needed to implement such a system described in Figures 2 and 5. The first stage is wordifier better to say a higher type of fuzzifier which is able to model a word which describes the quantities. The second and third stages include decision maker and defuzzifying stage which provides a probabilistic space in output to limit the decision space toward wanted response.
Counting on the practical and field data, the only thing which we have at the first glance is information which is describable with the curve shown in Figure 7 , but all the things are not limited to the above descriptions. For example, in the first stage of process which is related to the first four hours, at the beginning the increasing rate of temperature must be slower because the raw material must harden gradually for getting higher resistance and after two hours the increasing rate must intensify, because the raw material is harder than before. We do not want to bring all details here, because the aim of the paper is not to describe the details of chemical and physical properties of terrazzo tiles. For all this information we use field data of factory with consulting with related specialists. The aim of this paper is to show how we use these data and manage them to design our controller. If we consider the described suitable steaming room, two stages can be concluded usually in such processes if we emphasize on human knowledge descriptions: one stage which describes the total and main behavior of system which is shown in Figure 7 . When we want to describe the system as an expert we describe the main behavior of system normally with the minimum rules. In our problem this part of system is the area between upper and lower bands shown in Figure 7 . In the second stage after demonstrating the area using the preliminary description of system, we try to specify the optimum points in vertical axe between both upper and lower bands using secondary descriptions which related to details; one possible curve can be the preferred curve shown in Figure 7 .
In order to implement this idea and in order to overcome uncertainty related to describing the words we proposed the system shown in Figure 8 . otherwise is opened. In order to implement the main idea brought up in this paper and in order to overcome uncertainty related to describing the words we proposed the system shown in Figure 8 . The band width block in Figure 8 refers to band width which is shown in Figure 3 .
To implement all steps a controller is needed which contains horizontal fuzzy block, vertical fuzzy block, and band width identifier block as shown in Figure 8 . Figure 8 is the same as Figure 1 but with more details. A circuit should also be designed to change the information obtained from sensors into the accepted range by controller.
For describing the main rout we use just three rules as below (which we call them horizontal set of rules): H-Rule 9: If temperature error is very positive and temperature is low or medium, then the output duration time is high closed.
After that, we describe the deviation of main rout with another set of rules which we call them vertical rules. In this case first we consider the response of main rules (horizontal rules), after that, step by step by monitoring the system behavior or by using detailed knowledge which prepared earlier with present experts in site, and in each step we define necessary rule. In this case we used five rules for deviations from main rout. Of course we considered three ranges of deviation due to the property of the system under control.
V-Rule 1: If temperature is very low, then the output duration time is low and output band width is narrow. V-Rule 2: If temperature is low, then the output duration time is medium and output band width is narrow. V-Rule 3: If temperature is medium, then the output duration time is medium and output band width is narrow.
V-Rule 4: If temperature is high, then the output duration time is medium and output band width is medium.
V-Rule 5: If temperature is very high, then the output duration time is very high and output band width is wide.
The input range is divided to three intervals. These intervals must be clarified on the base of experienced and scientific knowledge of process under control. And after that we assign output partitions which our output here is the duration time that valve is open or closed.
Because of that the raw output of controller is the duration of time. The control signal first is applied to a timer system and by each new reading of temperature the output duration time is substituted with new output duration time. The controller system just in two statuses sends a command directly to on-off vale: (a) if the sign of recent duration time is opposite of the previous one and (b) while the duration time is expired. DSP Implementation: A DSP (Model: TMS320VC5510 DSK Module) is used for implementing our controller. The total block diagram of VC5510 DSK is shown in Figure 10 [18]. Based Texas Instruments [18] . The 5510 DSK is a lowcost standalone development platform that enables users to valuate and develop applications for the TI C55XX DSP family. The DSK also serves as a hardware reference design for the TMS320VC5510 DSP. The structure is written on DSP (an Integrated Development Environment) developed by Texas Instruments.
The proposed structure is written on a DSP platform which is an Integrated Development Environment developed by Texas Instruments that provides an interface for its DSP. The written source code of the proposed structure is compiled using CCS so that it can be loaded and executed on the processor. The code runs wholly on the DSP once it is downloaded.
The inputs are supplied from temperature sensors in order to execute real-time simulation for the controlling of valve relay. The inputs to the ADC must be in the range of 0-3 V. If the input values out of these ranges, it will spoil the converter on the processor.
Hence, the inputs are scaled down proportionally before it is supplied to the ADC as described in previous section. Alternatively, a current limiting/saturation threshold relay is required to be inserted before the current input post of the DSP to avoid burn-out. The first stage is devoted to show comparisons in the system's response in a feedback controller when we are using a type-1 FLC. The second stage is dedicated to test a traditional installed PID controller and for last session our proposed systems are applied to system and output data are achieved. Figure 8 shows the feedback control system that was used for obtaining the simulation results of proposed method. The whole system was simulated in the MATLAB programming language, and the controller was designed to follow the input as closely as possible. The plant is a nonlinear system that is autoclave room temperature controlling.
Simulations and Results
For evaluating the transient closed-loop response of an autoclave control system we can use the same criteria that normally are used for adjusting constants in PID (Proportional Integral Derivative) controllers. These are the following.
(1) Integral of Square Error (ISE). The selection of the criteria depends on the type of response desired; the errors will contribute different for each criterion, so we have that large errors will increase the value of ISE more heavily than to IAE. ISE will favor responses with smaller overshoot for load changes, but ISE will give longer settling time. In ITAE, time appears as a factor, and therefore, ITAE will penalize heavily errors that occur late in time, but virtually ignore errors that occur early in time. Designing using ITAE will give us the shortest settling time, but it will produce the largest overshoot among the three criteria considered. Designing considering IAE will give us an intermediate result, in this case, the settling time will not be so large than using ISE or so small than using ITAE, and the same applies for the overshoot response. For testing the rate of nonlinearity of our autoclave system, the specific and unchanged amount of vapor is injected to the system, by fixing the opening time of valve. This fix injection for different room internal temperatures, for example, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , 100 as shown in Figure 9 is repeated. The horizontal axe of Figure 9 shows the room internal temperatures before vapor injection. The vertical axe shows the room temperature after equal vapor injection. Figure 9 shows a curve in which experiments started from special point. If start point changes, this curve will change because of that our under control system is nonlinear.
As described above the on-off valve is set on the minimum effective flow and the injected energy is controlled by the time which valve is open or closed. For achieving this purpose, proper membership functions for vertical rules of temperature error and open or closed time duration of valve versus seconds in horizontal rules are defined. Symmetric membership functions are applied for output of vertical rules. Figure 11 shows the time duration to temperature error curve in the absence of temperature parameter (Input 2 in Figure 8 ). In Figure 11 it is clear that vertical rules base provided a more complicated curve which is using proper ANFIS, and this curve was extracted with 25 and 10 membership functions for input and output, respectively. The same curve is obtained here with very lesser numbers and with a descriptive method.
Considering that the temperature parameter and its relation to the injection time duration is a vertical relation, Figure 12 (a) shows control surface of process. Figure 12(b) shows the final control surface which is complicated than Figure 12 (a) shapes which show primary control surface.
In Figure 13 (a) we see the difference values between final and primary control surfaces. Figure 13(b) shows the points which their final surface is under primary surface.
Applying final control surface to autoclave model approximation showed better results than primary control surface in point of view of number of switching of valve and expected output rout. Also, the same comparison was done with obtained practical data obtained from installed PID controller. Considering that the PID controllers lack facility to describe unknown system, the results show that our controller provides better protection of the material inside the autoclave room from unwanted temperature shocks. Figure 14 shows two different step responses, first one for type 1 fuzzy system which is constructed by using horizontal fuzzy system only and second one by using total fuzzy system proposed in Figure 8 . As we see in Figure 14 the vertical rule base improves the output quality.
We have presented the design of the controllers design for nonlinear control system using horizontal and vertical fuzzy rule bases, as well as a comparative study in nonlinear system identification addressing the problem of autoclave controlling using ANFIS.
In the experiments a quantification of errors was achieved and documented in Table 1 for different criteria such as ISE, IAE, and ITAE, it was shown that the lower overshoot errors and the best settling times were obtained using horizontal and vertical rule base FLC, and the performance of this kind of controller is better for high noise level, concluding that it is a better option to use HV Fuzzy System model than traditional fuzzy systems.
For the second study, using ANFIS modeling, we found that after choosing the best membership functions for horizontal and vertical rule bases, the error was lower than ANFIS Mathematical Problems in Engineering Step responses of horizontal type 1 fuzzy system and our total proposed system. modeling. The difference is remarkable with the practical data, this is with data which was not used to train the system, somehow uncertain data. Here is where we can see, based on the experimental results, that the behavior of horizontal and vertical rule bases was better than ANFIS modeling. For both studies, we can say that the best results were obtained using horizontal and vertical fuzzy systems. In our opinion this is because horizontal and vertical fuzzy sets that are used in our proposed fuzzy systems can handle uncertainties in a better way because they provide us with more parameters and more design degrees of freedom.
From the results obtained, proposed DSP system shows its competency in achieving minimum times to turn on the valve. Thus, the numerical data is able to prevent mal-trip and at the same time maintain the coordination requirement with reliability. As a result, the proposed method is very suitable for overcome uncertainties which require high reliability, sensitivity, selectivity, and speed.
As shown in Table 1 our proposed structure (Figure 8 ) outperformed traditional fuzzy systems and PID controller which practically installed in artificial stone factory on Table 1 , we see the amortization of valve significantly decreases using our proposed method. There is mathematical calculations on stability concerns in [19] for the problem of exponential stability analysis for distributed time varying delays. In our proposed work, it has been practically checked stability of system for several specific statuses. The proposed system easily is applicable to systems with uncertain and unforeseeable data such as [20] [21] [22] [23] and it also has great ability to be used as an alternative in such conditions investigated in [24] [25] [26] . The proposed method easily is implementable by hardware structures in [15] .
Conclusion
This paper describes a new method of uncertainty description in fuzzy controllers by introducing the concept of horizontal and vertical rule bases in fuzzy controllers and their roll in easing of extracting the optimum control surface by using too lesser rules than traditional fuzzy systems. From the results obtained, proposed DSP system shows its competency in achieving minimum time to control valve and is able to detect transient input. As a result, the proposed method is very suitable for overcoming uncertainty which its handling requires high reliability, sensitivity, selectivity, and speed. The power of proposed method to simplify description of complicated systems is shown by applying this method to control a steaming room system to reduce input valve amortization and setting the temperature of the autoclave room at defined points which guide us to reach better product quality of artificial stones and prevent misusing energy. Simulations confirm the lesser number of valve switching and better energy saving by applying proposed controller to the under control process compared to traditional counterparts and smoother rout compare to PID controllers.
We showed the effective ability of this method in order to describe the system on the base of observations of system behavior. On the other hand, due to the existence of concepts and reasons behind our proposed method, it provides a designer with more opportunities to manage parameters related to uncertainty in fuzzy systems conveniently in engineering and industrial affairs more convenient and more informed.
Finally, the paper confirms achieving better results of proposed method by doing simulation on steaming room model in artificial stone maker factory, and providing more compatible control surface to create better tool for system behavior description.
